
1. Start with cutting the chain to your desired length. **Note – you will need to use heavy duty cutters because this chain is 
very thick. Heidi used her memory wire cutter and that worked well. 
 a. The bracelet in this design has one piece cut at 2.75” and the other piece cut at 2.5”.
 
2. Using the larger jump rings (A008807) attach one end of each of the chain pieces to the TierraCast “Love” bar link. 
 
3. On the side with the chain that measures 2.5”, use one of the larger jump rings (A008807) to attach the hinged bail clasp 
with connector (Z014788) to the chain.
 
4. On the other side with the chain that measures 2.75”, use one of the smaller jump rings (Z011515) to attach the 
rhinestone ring with loop (Z002389) to the end of the chain. 
 
5. Using another one of the smaller jump rings (Z011515) attach one of the large rhinestone heart charms to the curb chain. 
In this design, Heidi added it to the link closest to the “Love” bar.
 
6. For the earrings – using the small jump rings (Z011515) attach the small hearts to each of the earring posts. 

Tools Needed:
- Two Chain Nose Pliers
- Heavy Duty Cutter/Memory 
Wire Cutter

The curb chain is very thick 
so you will need a heavy duty 
cutter.

DIY0194 DIY Locked Up In Love Bar Bracelet and Earring Set – Silver
Components List

(1) TC02031 - 40.5mm Antique Silver Love Link by TierraCast

(1) Z013010 - Locked Up in Love Crystal Heart Charm Set - Rhodium Plated

(1) CH00313 - 7mm Silver Plated Flat Curb Chain Link

(1) Z002389 - 12mm Silver Plated Rhinestone Ring with Loop

(1) Z014788 - 24x10mm Silver Plated Hinged Bail Clasp with Connector

(1) Z016761 - 21mm Antique Silver Drop Bar Post Earring with Loop

(1) A008807 - 7mm Silver Plated 16 Gauge Round Jump Rings - 25 Pack

(1) Z011515 - 5mm Silver Plated 18 Gauge Round Jump Rings - 25 Pack

(2) TC01250 - Clear Rubber Earring Backs

Directions:


